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generated software fault tree from a different standpoint, verification purpose.
However, what really makes a smart phone “smart”? Clearly, just adding more memory and faster CPUs
doesn’t increase the intelligence of a smart found. So how about a phone that enables a user to purchase an item
by taking a picture of it in a magazine or retail store and then going to the manufacturer’s site and using the
picture to buy that item or one similar to it? I would argue that this is not a smart phone – it is an interesting and
compelling application, but the phone itself doesn’t need to be smart. All it needs to do is to take a reasonably
detailed picture of an item and transmit that picture to a web site.
In this presentation, I argue that if we want a device to be “smarter”, it needs to act smarter. The most obvious
way of doing this is to start processing information in a fashion similar to how a human does. This does not
mean that we should ignore advances in human-machine interfaces, or in other technologies such as new
displays that consume less power and yet provide better resolution. This is because such technologies give the
device the appearance of being smarter. However, if the goal is to make a smarter smart phone, then we want to
add intelligence into the device to enable it to “think” more like a human.
This vision can be achieved in several ways. One of the end goals is convergence, which is the fusion of
different technologies and products from different industries into a single new concept. In this approach,
compelling features of different industries and technologies are combined to build a brand new technology or
product that contains new features not present in any of the original products used to build it. This is harder than
it appears. For example, consider how applications on not just smart phones, but other types of computers,
currently work. Most applications use specific technologies and programming languages. However, these
specific technologies and vendor data create data “stovepipes” that isolate data, instead of making those data
shareable and reusable by other applications.
Another end goal is to enable the phone to operate more like a human. One of the most important changes
required is to progress from task-driven to goal-driven interfaces. This can be augmented with wizard-driven
and voice-activated interfaces, which enable the user to focus on what to achieve, not how to achieve it. These
and other features can be augmented with context-driven behavior, which enables the smart phone to offer new
Figure
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Context-awareness can help drive a new genre of compelling experiences. For example, a device can attach
semantics to different routes traveled, and when it recognizes that the driver is heading toward a route that has
Figure 1 depicts an overview of the proposed software verification technique using software fault tree as a
semantics, it can provide appropriate services based on those semantics. Examples include changing avatars and
starting point of formal verification. We regard the fault tree as an abstract model of the software, containing
applying new services. Context-awareness and semantics can also provide seamless content consumption, which
information only about its root-node (top failure). We therefore can check it against requirements properties
can intelligently transform content for consumption on different devices that have different features.
quickly and analyze the verification results easily, in comparison with other verification techniques such as model
The largest improvements will lie in applying Knowledge Engineering and Cognitive Science to build
checking [3]. The proposed technique translates the abstract model and properties both into Verilog programs,
converged devices, applications, and services. For example, if the device can learn behavioral patterns of the
and performs a formal verification; VIS’s combinational equivalence checking [4]. We used a prototype version
user, then it can proactively identify short-term context changes to identify changed goals. This in turn enables
of the KNICS RPS [5] in Korean nuclear power plants to demonstrate its effectiveness, and it showed that the
the device to offer context-sensitive services to provide a more enjoyable experience to the user.
mechanically generated fault tree is a good starting point for verifying a software model quickly against
Cognitive science can also provide a compelling user experience. For example, if new context is detected,
requirements properties regarding safety. We are currently focusing on developing a CASE tool, which
then a smart phone can give explicit cues to the user that alert the user to the specific change in context. This
mechanically generates software fault tree from NuSCR [6] formal requirements specification.
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However, what really makes a smart phone “smart”? Clearly, just adding more memory and faster CPUs
doesn’t increase the intelligence of a smart found. So how about a phone that enables a user to purchase an item
by taking a picture of it in a magazine or retail store and then going to the manufacturer’s site and using the
picture to buy that item or one similar to it? I would argue that this is not a smart phone – it is an interesting and
compelling application, but the phone itself doesn’t need to be smart. All it needs to do is to take a reasonably
detailed picture of an item and transmit that picture to a web site.
In this presentation, I argue that if we want a device to be “smarter”, it needs to act smarter. The most obvious
way of doing this is to start processing information in a fashion similar to how a human does. This does not
mean that we should ignore advances in human-machine interfaces, or in other technologies such as new
displays that consume less power and yet provide better resolution. This is because such technologies give the
device the appearance of being smarter. However, if the goal is to make a smarter smart phone, then we want to
add intelligence into the device to enable it to “think” more like a human.
This vision can be achieved in several ways. One of the end goals is convergence, which is the fusion of
different technologies and products from different industries into a single new concept. In this approach,
compelling features of different industries and technologies are combined to build a brand new technology or
product that contains new features not present in any of the original products used to build it. This is harder than
it appears. For example, consider how applications on not just smart phones, but other types of computers,
currently work. Most applications use specific technologies and programming languages. However, these
specific technologies and vendor data create data “stovepipes” that isolate data, instead of making those data
shareable and reusable by other applications.
Another end goal is to enable the phone to operate more like a human. One of the most important changes
required is to progress from task-driven to goal-driven interfaces. This can be augmented with wizard-driven
and voice-activated interfaces, which enable the user to focus on what to achieve, not how to achieve it. These
and other features can be augmented with context-driven behavior, which enables the smart phone to offer new
services when the needs of the user, its environment, and/or business rules change.
Context-awareness can help drive a new genre of compelling experiences. For example, a device can attach
semantics to different routes traveled, and when it recognizes that the driver is heading toward a route that has
semantics, it can provide appropriate services based on those semantics. Examples include changing avatars and
applying new services. Context-awareness and semantics can also provide seamless content consumption, which
can intelligently transform content for consumption on different devices that have different features.
The largest improvements will lie in applying Knowledge Engineering and Cognitive Science to build
converged devices, applications, and services. For example, if the device can learn behavioral patterns of the
user, then it can proactively identify short-term context changes to identify changed goals. This in turn enables
the device to offer context-sensitive services to provide a more enjoyable experience to the user.
Cognitive science can also provide a compelling user experience. For example, if new context is detected,
then a smart phone can give explicit cues to the user that alert the user to the specific change in context. This
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However, what really makes a smart phone “smart”? Clearly, just adding more memory and faster CPUs
doesn’t increase the intelligence of a smart found. So how about a phone that enables a user to purchase an item
by taking a picture of it in a magazine or retail store and then going to the manufacturer’s site and using the
picture to buy that item or one similar to it? I would argue that this is not a smart phone – it is an interesting and
compelling application, but the phone itself doesn’t need to be smart. All it needs to do is to take a reasonably
detailed picture of an item and transmit that picture to a web site.
In this presentation, I argue that if we want a device to be “smarter”, it needs to act smarter. The most obvious
way of doing this is to start processing information in a fashion similar to how a human does. This does not
mean that we should ignore advances in human-machine interfaces, or in other technologies such as new
displays that consume less power and yet provide better resolution. This is because such technologies give the
device the appearance of being smarter. However, if the goal is to make a smarter smart phone, then we want to
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Context-awareness can help drive a new genre of compelling experiences. For example, a device can attach
semantics to 
different
R f routes traveled, and when it recognizes that the driver is heading toward a route that has
References
semantics, it can provide appropriate services based on those semantics. Examples include changing avatars and
applying new services. Context-awareness and semantics can also provide seamless content consumption, which
can intelligently transform content for consumption on different devices that have different features.
The largest improvements will lie in applying Knowledge Engineering and Cognitive Science to build
converged devices, applications, and services. For example, if the device can learn behavioral patterns of the
user, then it can proactively identify short-term context changes to identify changed goals. This in turn enables
the device to offer context-sensitive services to provide a more enjoyable experience to the user. 2
Cognitive science can also provide a compelling user experience. For example, if new context is detected,
then a smart phone can give explicit cues to the user that alert the user to the specific change in context. This
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 One of widely used safety analysis techniques
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telecommunications in combination with various applications similar to those found in a PC. This differentiates
them from “feature phones”. For example, while both a smart phone and a feature phone may offer email, only
the smart phone will provide applications that make using email easier. For example, the smart phone will be
able to not just sync the email on your phone with the email on your PC, but it may also be able to auto-populate
address book changes. This is based on the use of an operating system, a set of standard application
programming interfaces, and the ability to freely add and remove applications.
Typically, smart phones are also easier to use. The majority feature intuitive user interfaces, and offer
different ways to customize its operation and features. This can range from simple interface customization to
changing, adding, and/or removing features through programming.
However, what really makes a smart phone “smart”? Clearly, just adding more memory and faster CPUs
doesn’t increase the intelligence of a smart found. So how about a phone that enables a user to purchase an item
by taking a picture of it in a magazine or retail store and then going to the manufacturer’s site and using the
picture to buy that item or one similar to it? I would argue that this is not a smart phone – it is an interesting and
compelling application, but the phone itself doesn’t need to be smart. All it needs to do is to take a reasonably
3
detailed picture of an item and transmit that picture to a web site.
In this presentation, I argue that if we want a device to be “smarter”, it needs to act smarter. The most obvious
way of doing this is to start processing information in a fashion similar to how a human does. This does not
mean that we should ignore advances in human-machine interfaces, or in other technologies such as new
displays that consume less power and yet provide better resolution. This is because such technologies give the
device the appearance of being smarter. However, if the goal is to make a smarter smart phone, then we want to
ReV
Re
VeT
Software
Analysis
add intelligence
into the device toFault
enable it to Tree
“think” more
like a human.
This vision can be achieved in several ways. One of the end goals is convergence, which is the fusion of
different technologies and products from different industries into a single new concept. In this approach,
compelling features
of different
industries
technologies
are combined to build a brand new technology or
 Software
Fault
Treeand
Analysis
(SFTA)
product that contains
new
features
not
present
in
any
of
the
original
products used to build it. This is harder than
 Target : Software
it appears. For example, consider how applications on not just smart phones, but other types of computers,
 Software has no wear-out failure as hardware, since reflects developer’s logic.
currently work. Most applications use specific technologies and programming languages. However, these
 Mechanical construction
constr ction of SFT is recommended.
recommended
specific technologies and vendor data create data “stovepipes” that isolate data, instead of making those data
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specification
shareable and reusable by other applications.
– HiP-HOPS (Hierarchically Performed Hazard Origin and Propagation Studies) [1]
Another end goal is to enable
the phone to operate more like a human. One of the most important changes
– RIDL (Reliability Imbedded Design Language) [2]
required is to progress from task-driven to goal-driven interfaces. This can be augmented with wizard-driven
– NuSCR [3] (Å Our concerns)
and voice-activated interfaces, which enable the user to focus on what to achieve, not how to achieve it. These
– Statecharts [4,5]
and other features can be augmented
with context-driven behavior, which enables the smart phone to offer new
– RSML [6]
services when the needs of the user, its environment, and/or business rules change.
• from source code
Context-awareness can help drive a new genre of compelling experiences. For example, a device can attach
– Ada83/95 [7,8]
semantics to different routes
traveled, and when it recognizes that the driver is heading toward a route that has
– FBD [9]
semantics, it can provide appropriate services based on those semantics. Examples include changing avatars and
applying new services. Context-awareness and semantics can also provide seamless content consumption, which
 Intrinsic limitation to the information they contain within
can intelligently transform content for consumption on different devices that have different features.
The largest improvements will lie in applying Knowledge Engineering and Cognitive Science to build
converged devices, applications, and services. For example, if the device can learn behavioral patterns of the
user, then it can proactively identify short-term context changes to identify changed goals. This in turn enables
the device to offer context-sensitive services to provide a more enjoyable experience to the user. 4
Cognitive science can also provide a compelling user experience. For example, if new context is detected,
then a smart phone can give explicit cues to the user that alert the user to the specific change in context. This
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Smart phones are mobile devices that offer advanced features and services, in addition to telephony services,
compared to other types of phones. While there is no standard definition of a smart phone, there are a number of
characteristics that help to define the functions performed by a smart phone. For example, all smart phones offer
telecommunications in combination with various applications similar to those found in a PC. This differentiates
them from “feature phones”. For example, while both a smart phone and a feature phone may offer email, only
the smart phone will provide applications that make using email easier. For example, the smart phone will be
able to not just sync the email on your phone with the email on your PC, but it may also be able to auto-populate
address book changes. This is based on the use of an operating system, a set of standard application
programming interfaces, and the ability to freely add and remove applications.
Typically, smart phones are also easier to use. The majority feature intuitive user interfaces, and offer
different ways to customize its operation and features. This can range from simple interface customization to
changing, adding, and/or removing features through programming.
However, what really makes a smart phone “smart”? Clearly, just adding more memory and faster CPUs
doesn’t increase the intelligence of a smart found. So how about a phone that enables a user to purchase an item
by taking a picture of it in a magazine or retail store and then going to the manufacturer’s site and using the
picture to buy that item or one similar to it? I would argue that this is not a smart phone – it is an interesting and
compelling application, but the phone itself doesn’t need to be smart. All it needs to do is to take a reasonably
5
detailed picture of an item and transmit that picture to a web site.
In this presentation, I argue that if we want a device to be “smarter”, it needs to act smarter. The most obvious
way of doing this is to start processing information in a fashion similar to how a human does. This does not
mean that we should ignore advances in human-machine interfaces, or in other technologies such as new
displays that consume less power and yet provide better resolution. This is because such technologies give the
device the appearance of being smarter. However, if the goal is to make a smarter smart phone, then we want to
ReV
Re
VeT
Software
Fault
Analysis
on NuSCR
add intelligence
into the device
to enableTree
it to “think”
more like a human.
This vision can be achieved in several ways. One of the end goals is convergence, which is the fusion of
different technologies and products from different industries into a single new concept. In this approach,
compelling features
of different
industries and technologies are combined to build a brand new technology or
 NuSCR
[10]
product that contains
new
features
not present in any of the original products used to build it. This is harder than
 Formal requirements specification language for RPS (Reactor Protection System)
it appears. For example, consider how applications on not just smart phones, but other types of computers,
 Targeting PLC (Programmable Logic Controller) software
currently work. Most applications use specific technologies and programming languages. However, these
specific technologies and vendor data create data “stovepipes” that isolate data, instead of making those data
 Automatic SFT Construction from NuSCR [3]
shareable and reusable by other applications.
Another end goal is to enable the phone to operate more like a human. One of the most important changes
required is to progress from task-driven to goal-driven interfaces. This can be augmented with wizard-driven
and voice-activated interfaces, which enable the user to focus on what to achieve, not how to achieve it. These
and other features can be augmented with context-driven behavior, which enables the smart phone to offer new
services when the needs of the user, its environment, and/or business rules change.
Context-awareness can help drive a new genre of compelling experiences. For example, a device can attach
semantics to different routes traveled, and when it recognizes that the driver is heading toward a route that has
semantics, it can provide appropriate services based on those semantics. Examples include changing avatars and
applying new services. Context-awareness and semantics can also provide seamless content consumption, which
can intelligently transform content for consumption on different devices that have different features.
The largest improvements will lie in applying Knowledge Engineering and Cognitive Science to build
converged devices, applications,
and services. For example, if the deviceSoftware
can learn
behavioral patterns of the
NuSCR formal specification
fault tree
user, then it can proactively identify short-term context changes to identify changed goals. This in turn enables
the device to offer context-sensitive services to provide a more enjoyable experience to the user. 6
Cognitive science can also provide a compelling user experience. For example, if new context is detected,
then a smart phone can give explicit cues to the user that alert the user to the specific change in context. This
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Smart phones are mobile devices that offer advanced features and services, in addition to telephony services,
compared to other types of phones. While there is no standard definition of a smart phone, there are a number of
characteristics that help to define the functions performed by a smart phone. For example, all smart phones offer
telecommunications in combination with various applications similar to those found in a PC. This differentiates
them from “feature phones”. For example, while both a smart phone and a feature phone may offer email, only
the smart phone will provide applications that make using email easier. For example, the smart phone will be
able to not just sync the email on your phone with the email on your PC, but it may also be able to auto-populate
address book changes. This is based on the use of an operating system, a set of standard application
programming interfaces, and the ability to freely add and remove applications.
Typically, smart phones are also easier to use. The majority feature intuitive user interfaces, and offer
different ways to customize its operation and features. This can range from simple interface customization to
changing, adding, and/or removing features through programming.
However, what really makes a smart phone “smart”? Clearly, just adding more memory and faster CPUs
doesn’t increase the intelligence of a smart found. So how about a phone that enables a user to purchase an item
by taking a picture of it in a magazine or retail store and then going to the manufacturer’s site and using the
picture to buy that item or one similar to it? I would argue that this is not a smart phone – it is an interesting and
compelling application, but the phone itself doesn’t need to be smart. All it needs to do is to take a reasonably
7
detailed picture of an item and transmit that picture to a web site.
In this presentation, I argue that if we want a device to be “smarter”, it needs to act smarter. The most obvious
way of doing this is to start processing information in a fashion similar to how a human does. This does not
mean that we should ignore advances in human-machine interfaces, or in other technologies such as new
displays that consume less power and yet provide better resolution. This is because such technologies give the
device the appearance of being smarter. However, if the goal is to make a smarter smart phone, then we want to
ReV
Re
VeT
SFTA-to-Verilog
Translation
add intelligence
into the device to enable it to “think”
more like a human.
This vision can be achieved in several ways. One of the end goals is convergence, which is the fusion of
different technologies and products from different industries into a single new concept. In this approach,
compelling features
of different from
industries
and into
technologies
are program
combined to build a brand new technology or
 Translation
SFTA
Verilog
product that contains new features not present in any of the original products used to build it. This is harder than
it appears. For example, consider how applications on not just smart phones, but other types of computers,
currently work. Most applications use specific technologies and programming languages. However, these
specific technologies and vendor data create data “stovepipes” that isolate data, instead of making those data
shareable and reusable by other applications.
Another end goal is to enable the phone to operate more like a human. One of the most important changes
required is to progress from task-driven to goal-driven interfaces. This can be augmented with wizard-driven
and voice-activated interfaces, which enable the user to focus on what to achieve, not how to achieve it. These
and other features can be augmented with context-driven behavior, which enables the smart phone to offer new
services when the needs of the user, its environment, and/or business rules change.
Context-awareness can help drive a new genre of compelling experiences. For example, a device can attach
semantics to different routes traveled, and when it recognizes that the driver is heading toward a route that has
semantics, it can provide appropriate services based on those semantics. Examples include changing avatars and
applying new services. Context-awareness and semantics can also provide seamless content consumption, which
can intelligently transform content for consumption on different devices that have different features.
The largest improvements will lie in applying Knowledge Engineering and Cognitive Science to build
converged devices, applications, and services. For example, if the device can learn behavioral patterns of the
user, then it can proactively identify short-term context changes to identify changed goals. This in turn enables
the device to offer context-sensitive services to provide a more enjoyable experience to the user. 8
Cognitive science can also provide a compelling user experience. For example, if new context is detected,
then a smart phone can give explicit cues to the user that alert the user to the specific change in context. This
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Extended Abstract
Smart phones Fairness:
are mobile devices that offer advanced features and services, in addition to telephony services,
1. If the value of input variables is out of bounds, the system should fire a
compared to other types of
phones.signal
Whileimmediately.
there is no standard
definition
of a smart phone, there are a number of
shutdown
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example,
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are
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can stop
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shutdown similar
signal. to those found in a PC. This differentiates
telecommunications in combination
various
applications
3. If the trip condition regarding the operation variable f X is satisfied, it
them from “feature phones”.
For example, while both a smart phone and a feature phone may offer email, only
should fire a shutdown signal immediately.
the smart phone will4.provide
make the
using
email easier.
For
theitsmart phone will be
If the applications
trip conditionthat
regarding
operation
variable
f Xexample,
is canceled,
able to not just sync the email
your
with the signal
email immediately.
on your PC, but it may also be able to auto-populate
shouldon
stop
firephone
the shutdown
address book changes. This is based on the use of an operating system, a set of standard application
programming interfaces, and the ability to freely add and remove applications.
Typically, smart phones are also easier to use. The majority feature intuitive user interfaces, and offer
Correctness:
different ways to customize
itsit operation
This ’,can
range from
simple
interface
customization to
1. When
comes intoand
the features.
state ‘Normal
no shutdown
signal
should
be
changing, adding, and/or fired.
removing features through programming.
2. When
the state
‘Waiting’,
no shutdown
signal
should
be
However, what really
makesit comes
a smartinto
phone
“smart”?
Clearly,
just adding
more
memory
and faster CPUs
fired.
doesn’t increase the intelligence of a smart found. So how about a phone that enables a user to purchase an item
3. When it comes into or remains at the state ‘Trip’, a shutdown signal
by taking a picture of it should
in a magazine
be fired. or retail store and then going to the manufacturer’s site and using the
picture to buy that item or one similar to it? I would argue that this is not a smart phone – it is an interesting and
compelling application, but the phone itself doesn’t need to be smart. All it needs to do is to take a reasonably
9
detailed picture of an item and transmit that picture to a web site.
In this presentation, I argue that if we want a device to be “smarter”, it needs to act smarter. The most obvious
way of doing this is to start processing information in a fashion similar to how a human does. This does not
mean that we should ignore advances in human-machine interfaces, or in other technologies such as new
displays that consume less power and yet provide better resolution. This is because such technologies give the
device the appearance of being smarter. However, if the goal is to make a smarter smart phone, then we want to
ReV
Re
VeT
Property-to-Verilog
Translation
add intelligence
into the device to enable it to “think” more
like a human.
This vision can be achieved in several ways. One of the end goals is convergence, which is the fusion of
different technologies and products from different industries into a single new concept. In this approach,
compelling features
of different from
industries
and technologies
combined
to build a brand new technology or
 Translation
Properties
into are
Verilog
program
product that contains new features not present in any of the original products used to build it. This is harder than
it appears. For example, consider how applications on not just smart phones, but other types of computers,
currently work. Most applications use specific technologies and programming languages. However, these
specific technologies and vendor data create data “stovepipes” that isolate data, instead of making those data
shareable and reusable by other applications.
Another end goal is to enable the phone to operate more like a human. One of the most important changes
required is to progress from task-driven to goal-driven interfaces. This can be augmented with wizard-driven
and voice-activated interfaces, which enable the user to focus on what to achieve, not how to achieve it. These
and other features can be augmented with context-driven behavior, which enables the smart phone to offer new
services when the needs of the user, its environment, and/or business rules change.
Context-awareness can help drive a new genre of compelling experiences. For example, a device can attach
semantics to different routes traveled, and when it recognizes that the driver is heading toward a route that has
semantics, it can provide appropriate services based on those semantics. Examples include changing avatars and
applying new services. Context-awareness and semantics can also provide seamless content consumption, which
can intelligently transform content for consumption on different devices that have different features.
The largest improvements will lie in applying Knowledge Engineering and Cognitive Science to build
converged devices, applications, and services. For example, if the device can learn behavioral patterns of the
user, then it can proactively identify short-term context changes to identify changed goals. This in turn enables
the device to offer context-sensitive services to provide a more enjoyable experience to the user. 10
Cognitive science can also provide a compelling user experience. For example, if new context is detected,
then a smart phone can give explicit cues to the user that alert the user to the specific change in context. This
Fairness:
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2.
3.
4.

If the value of input variables is out of bounds, the
system should fire a shutdown signal immediately.
immediately (th X
Trip := 0)
Only after all conditions resulting in the ‘out of bounds
error’ are canceled, it can stop fire the shutdown signal.
If the trip condition regarding the operation variable f X
is satisfied, it should fire a shutdown signal immediately.
If the trip condition regarding the operation variable f X
is canceled, it should stop fire the shutdown signal
immediately.

Correctness:
1.
2.
3.

When it comes into the state ‘Normal ’, no shutdown
signal should be fired.
When it comes into the state ‘Waiting’, no shutdown
signal should be fired.
When it comes into or remains at the state ‘Trip’, a
shutdown signal should be fired.
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Extended Abstract
 VIS 2.0 [12]
 Formal verification tool-set
• services,
Equivalence
Smart phones are mobile devices that offer advanced features and
inchecking
addition to telephony services,
•
Simulation
compared to other types of phones. While there is no standard definition of a smart phone, there are a number of
Model checking
characteristics that help to define the functions performed by a smart• phone.
For example, all smart phones offer
• Model
synthesis
telecommunications in combination with various applications similar
to those
found in a PC. This differentiates
Verilog
them from “feature phones”. For example, while both a smart phone
andfront-end
a feature phone may offer email, only
the smart phone will provide applications that make using email easier. For example, the smart phone will be
able to not just sync the email on your phone with the email
your PC, but it may also be able to auto-populate
 on
Features
address book changes. This is based on the use of an operating
system,
 Powerful,
but a set of standard application
programming interfaces, and the ability to freely add and remove
applications.
 No GUI
Typically, smart phones are also easier to use. The majority feature intuitive user interfaces, and offer
different ways to customize its operation and features. This can range from simple interface customization to
changing, adding, and/or removing features through programming.
However, what really makes a smart phone “smart”? Clearly, just adding more memory and faster CPUs
doesn’t increase the intelligence of a smart found. So how about a phone that enables a user to purchase an item
by taking a picture of it in a magazine or retail store and then going to the manufacturer’s site and using the
picture to buy that item or one similar to it? I would argue that this is not a smart phone – it is an interesting and
compelling application, but the phone itself doesn’t need to be smart. All it needs to do is to take a reasonably
11
detailed picture of an item and transmit that picture to a web site.
In this presentation, I argue that if we want a device to be “smarter”, it needs to act smarter. The most obvious
way of doing this is to start processing information in a fashion similar to how a human does. This does not
mean that we should ignore advances in human-machine interfaces, or in other technologies such as new
displays that consume less power and yet provide better resolution. This is because such technologies give the
device the appearance of being smarter. However, if the goal is to make a smarter smart phone, then we want to
ReV
Re
VeT
VIS
Analyzer
[13]
add intelligence
into the
device to enable it3.0
to “think”
more like a human.
This vision can be achieved in several ways. One of the end goals is convergence, which is the fusion of
different technologies and products from different industries into a single new concept. In this approach,
compelling features
different industries
 VISofassisting
tool and technologies are combined to build a brand new technology or
product that contains
new
features
not
present in any of the original products used to build it. This is harder than
 Automating verification processes
it appears. For example, consider how applications on not just smart phones, but other types of computers,
 Visualizing analysis results
currently work. Most applications use specific technologies and programming languages. However, these
specific technologies and vendor data create data “stovepipes” that isolate data, instead of making those data
shareable and reusable by other applications.
Another end goal is to enable the phone to operate more like a human. One of the most important changes
required is to progress from task-driven to goal-driven interfaces. This can be augmented with wizard-driven
and voice-activated interfaces, which enable the user to focus on what to achieve, not how to achieve it. These
and other features can be augmented with context-driven behavior, which enables the smart phone to offer new
services when the needs of the user, its environment, and/or business rules change.
Context-awareness can help drive a new genre of compelling experiences. For example, a device can attach
semantics to different routes traveled, and when it recognizes that the driver is heading toward a route that has
semantics, it can provide appropriate services based on those semantics. Examples include changing avatars and
applying new services. Context-awareness and semantics can also provide seamless content consumption, which
can intelligently transform content for consumption on different devices that have different features.
The largest improvements will lie in applying Knowledge Engineering and Cognitive Science to build
converged devices, applications, and services. For example, if the device can learn behavioral patterns of the
user, then it can proactively identify short-term context changes to identify changed goals. This in turn enables
the device to offer context-sensitive services to provide a more enjoyable experience to the user. 12r
Cognitive science can also provide a compelling user experience. For example, if new context is detected,
then a smart phone can give explicit cues to the user that alert the user to the specific change in context. This
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Extended Abstract
 According to the verification result
• Wemobile
could find
the fault
Smart phones are
devices
that quickly,
offer advanced features and services, in addition to telephony services,
hadphones.
been found
through
compared to other which
types of
While
there is no standard definition of a smart phone, there are a number of
verification
i.e. modelperformed
checking. by a smart phone. For example, all smart phones offer
characteristics thatfull-scale
help to define
the functions
telecommunications in combination with various applications similar to those found in a PC. This differentiates
them from “feature phones”. For example, while both a smart phone and a feature phone may offer email, only
the smart phone will provide applications that make using email easier. For example, the smart phone will be
able to not just sync the email on your phone with the email on your PC, but it may also be able to auto-populate
address book changes. This is based on the use of an operating system, a set of standard application
programming interfaces, and the ability to freely add and remove applications.
Typically, smart phones are also easier to use. The majority feature intuitive user interfaces, and offer
different ways to customize its operation and features. This can range from simple interface customization to
changing, adding, and/or removing features through programming.
However, what really makes a smart phone “smart”? Clearly, just adding more memory and faster CPUs
after modification
doesn’t increase the intelligence of a smart found. So how about a phone that enables a user to purchase an item
an error)or retail store and then going to the manufacturer’s site and using the
by taking a picture ofbefore
it in (with
a magazine
picture to buy that item or one similar to it? I would argue that this is not a smart phone – it is an interesting and
compelling application, but the phone itself doesn’t need to be smart. All it needs to do is to take a reasonably
13
detailed picture of an item and transmit that picture to a web site.
In this presentation, I argue that if we want a device to be “smarter”, it needs to act smarter. The most obvious
way of doing this is to start processing information in a fashion similar to how a human does. This does not
mean that we should ignore advances in human-machine interfaces, or in other technologies such as new
displays that consume less power and yet provide better resolution. This is because such technologies give the
device the appearance of being smarter. However, if the goal is to make a smarter smart phone, then we want to
ReV
Re
VeT
Conclusion
add intelligence
into the device to enable it to “think” more like a human.
This vision can be achieved in several ways. One of the end goals is convergence, which is the fusion of
different technologies and products from different industries into a single new concept. In this approach,
compelling features
different industries
and technologies
are combined
to build a brand
new technology or
 Weof
propose
a safety-focused
verification
technique
using
product that contains
new
features
not
present
in
any
of
the
original
products
used
to
build
it.
software fault trees which mechanically generated fromThis is harder than
it appears. For example,
consider how applications on not just smart phones, but other types of computers,
formal specifications.
currently work. Most
applications
use specific technologies and programming
languages. However, these
 Software fault tree is an abstract model of its software specification,
specification containing
specific technologiesinformation
and vendor
data
create
data
“stovepipes”
that
isolate
data,
instead
of making those data
only regarding the root-node of the fault tree.
shareable and reusable
by
other
applications.
 We use a SFT as a starting point of formal verification.
Another end goal is to enable the phone to operate more like a human. One of the most important changes
required is to progress from task-driven to goal-driven interfaces. This can be augmented with wizard-driven
 Theinterfaces,
verification
technique
and voice-activated
which enable
the userconsists
to focus onin
what to achieve, not how to achieve it. These

SFT-to-Verilog
translation
and other features can be augmented with context-driven behavior, which enables the smart phone to offer new
Property-to-Verilog
translation
services when theneeds
of the user, its environment,
and/or business rules change.
 VIS
Context-awareness
canequivalence
help drive checking
a new genre of compelling experiences. For example, a device can attach
semantics to different routes traveled, and when it recognizes that the driver is heading toward a route that has
semantics, it 
canCase
providestudy
appropriate services based on those semantics. Examples include changing avatars and
applying new services.
Context-awareness
and semantics
also provide
 A prototype version of KNICS
RPS BPcan
introduced
in [14] seamless content consumption, which
can intelligently transform content for consumption on different devices that have different features.
The largest improvements will lie in applying Knowledge Engineering and Cognitive Science to build
converged devices, applications, and services. For example, if the device can learn behavioral patterns of the
user, then it can proactively identify short-term context changes to identify changed goals. This in turn enables
the device to offer context-sensitive services to provide a more enjoyable experience to the user. 14
Cognitive science can also provide a compelling user experience. For example, if new context is detected,
then a smart phone can give explicit cues to the user that alert the user to the specific change in context. This
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Extended Abstract

Smart phones are mobile devices that offer advanced features and services, in addition to telephony services,
compared to other types of phones. While there is no standard definition of a smart phone, there are a number of
characteristics that help to define the functions performed by a smart phone. For example, all smart phones offer
telecommunications in combination with various applications similar to those found in a PC. This differentiates
them from “feature phones”. For example, while both a smart phone and a feature phone may offer email, only
the smart phone will provide applications that make using email easier. For example, the smart phone will be
able to not just sync the email on your phone with the email on your PC, but it may also be able to auto-populate
address book changes. This is based on the use of an operating system, a set of standard application
programming interfaces, and the ability to freely add and remove applications.
Typically, smart phones are also easier to use. The majority feature intuitive user interfaces, and offer
different ways to customize its operation and features. This can range from simple interface customization to
changing, adding, and/or removing features through programming.
However, what really makes a smart phone “smart”? Clearly, just adding more memory and faster CPUs
doesn’t increase the intelligence of a smart found. So how about a phone that enables a user to purchase an item
by taking a picture of it in a magazine or retail store and then going to the manufacturer’s site and using the
picture to buy that item or one similar to it? I would argue that this is not a smart phone – it is an interesting and
compelling application, but the phone itself doesn’t need to be smart. All it needs to do is to take a reasonably
15
detailed picture of an item and transmit that picture to a web site.
In this presentation, I argue that if we want a device to be “smarter”, it needs to act smarter. The most obvious
way of doing this is to start processing information in a fashion similar to how a human does. This does not
mean that we should ignore advances in human-machine interfaces, or in other technologies such as new
displays that consume less power and yet provide better resolution. This is because such technologies give the
device the appearance of being smarter. However, if the goal is to make a smarter smart phone, then we want to
ReV
Re
VeT
add intelligence into the device to enable it to “think” more like a human.
This vision can be achieved in several ways. One of the end goals is convergence, which is the fusion of
different technologies and products from different industries into a single new concept. In this approach,
compelling features of different industries and technologies are combined to build a brand new technology or
product that contains new features not present in any of the original products used to build it. This is harder than
it appears. For example, consider how applications on not just smart phones, but other types of computers,
currently work. Most applications use specific technologies and programming languages. However, these
specific technologies and vendor data create data “stovepipes” that isolate data, instead of making those data
shareable and reusable by other applications.
Another end goal is to enable the phone to operate more like a human. One of the most important changes
required is to progress from task-driven to goal-driven interfaces. This can be augmented with wizard-driven
and voice-activated interfaces, which enable the user to focus on what to achieve, not how to achieve it. These
and other features can be augmented with context-driven behavior, which enables the smart phone to offer new
services when the needs of the user, its environment, and/or business rules change.
Context-awareness can
help drive a new genre of compelling experiences. For example, a device can attach
ReVeT
Requirements and Validation
semantics to different routes traveled, and when it recognizes
toward
Engineering
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i thei driver
Technology
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t a route that has
semantics, it can provide appropriate services based on those semantics. Examples include changing avatars and
applying new services. Context-awareness and semantics can also provide seamless content consumption, which
can intelligently transform content for consumption on different devices that have different features.
The largest improvements will lie in applying Knowledge Engineering and Cognitive Science to build
converged devices, applications, and services. For example, if the device can learn behavioral patterns of the
user, then it can proactively identify short-term context changes to identify changed goals. This in turn enables
the device to offer context-sensitive services to provide a more enjoyable experience to the user.
Cognitive science can also provide a compelling user experience. For example, if new context is detected,
then a smart phone can give explicit cues to the user that alert the user to the specific change in context. This
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